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Background: The intra-LV flow dynamics is largely affected by structural and functional alteration of LV, but remains poorly understood. We imaged 
the intra-LV flow dynamics using 4D-Flow MRI in patients with normal and impaired systolic LV function (NF and IF).
Methods: Twenty one patients with or without organic heart diseases were divided into 10 NF (LVEF>60%) and 11 IF (LVEF<40%), and underwent 
4D-Flow with routine cardiac MRI. We set two planes traversing the mitral valve and LV apex, and traced the particles as pathlines during a cardiac 
cycle (Figs).
results: (1) LVEF and LV end-diastolic volume were 68±5% and 86±18 ml in NF, and 26±8% and 193±54 ml in IF (p<0.01). (2) In 8 NF (80%), 
particles that entered LV in the early-diastolic phase directed toward the LV apex, but turned at mid LV, and went toward the LV outflow with a 
turbulent flow pattern (A-1). Particles reached the LV apex until end-diastolic phase only in 2 patients (20%). All particles at the LV apex in the early-
systolic phase directed straight to the LV outflow and reached the aorta until the end-systolic phase (A-2). (3) In 7 IF (64%), particles reached the 
LV apex (p<0.05 vs. NF), and turned toward the LV outflow with a larger turbulent flow pattern (B-1). A part of particles from the LV apex directed 
toward the aorta during systole, but the other part of them showed vortex flow pattern within LV (B-2).
conclusions: The intra-LV blood flow was obviously different between NF and IF, and the inefficient flow pattern during systole was revealed in IF.
